ONLINE SEDCARD - WWW.MISSINTERCONTINENTAL.COM
ONLINE SEDCARD - MISSINTERCONTINENTAL.COM Currently we are refreshing the official page
www.missintercontinental.com The goal is to promote all the contestants of Miss Intercontinental and to
introduce them to our huge net- work worldwide. In the modelscenery quality is everything. You won´t
find any professional fashion company using bad photos. So the free of charge presentation of your sedcard
should be most perfect with excellent photos and in high resolution
A professionell look is essential. We also integrate Blogs and Social Media Connections. This may help you
to find and to attract more followers and also to bring the Miss Intercontinental family clother together. The
objectives are clearly defined but certainly we need your help to bring your profile on the right way. It´s your
own reputation and the way you can introduce yourself, your name and country to the world of fashion and
media. So please take some time and take care of the following steps as advised below. We will use Miss Intercontinental Brazil 2017 Amanda Cardoso as an example to show how your profile can look in the future:

SEDCARD DATA:

We need the following Informations:

Name:
Country:
Age:
Measurements: (cm)
Height: (cm)
Eye Color:
Profession / Job:
Hobbies:
Life-Motto:
Special Talent:
Languages:
Smoking:
WhatsApp Number:(Only for us to get in contact with
you very fast. The number will be not published!)

BIOGRAPHY:

You see that we also integrate a way for you to tell the visitors of your profile something more specific and in
a very personal way about you. You can give followers and visitors a kind of biography...
Tell people about your live, your likes, dislikes, facts, cool jobs, or any adventures you have lived. It should be
not to long but also not to short. You can write in english or spanish and errors will be correct by our team.

PICTURES AND VIDEOS:
Certainly this is the part that the people most like and here we build up much more funktions to get you viral
worldwide. As we told you we need all pictures in an excellent quality. That means the longest size should be
at least 3000px. If you have any question about it let us know. Do not mind if you write some errors as we will
correct them once we receive.
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We take one big picture and 5 medium pictures that
show diffent styles of you.

All pictures and your sedcard can be shared directly to
the world to get you better viral.
You also have an Video that announce you as an
model and your work as a Miss. You represent your
country so you should use it to show the people more
about you and perhaps also your country.
The Video should have HD Quality.
We need the file. Not only an link and we will upload
it at the official missintercontinetal youtube chanel.

No problem if you have a lot of material. It´s great for us and also for you.
We can buildt different galleries for you. Video and picture galleries.
They can show different sites or special jobs.
For example you can make a collection of any trip abroud or about your national final.
Another new viral possibility is to Blog !!! Tell your fans more about your life.
An Blog could be a Text with Photos and/or a Video about some special thema.

HOW TO SEND US THE MATERIAL:

An very easy way and as well good for you is to send us the pictures and video with google drive.
It´s totally free until 15 GB. Just make one folder, put your material inside and send us the link.
It´s an good way for you to show it to people when you are travel around the world. Collect only the
best. Another way is to send it with wetransfer.
You can send us the link and material at: missintercontinental@dieerfolgsbringer.de
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SOCIAL MEDIA:

Today one of the most important points. Build up fans and follower.
To help you we integrate a lot of features. They are working if you help us to bring everything to an
perfect status and certainly you have to work with your new profil and possibilities.

We connect your social media channels direct with the sedcard. So if you post your new pictures at
Instagramm it will be directly only at your sedcard.
So please tell us your active channel account names and your viral status.
Facebook Profile:
XXX				
How many follower?
Instagramm: 		XXX				How many follower?
Youtube:		XXX				How many follower?
Snap Shat:		XXX				How many follower?
other ?
Thank you very much for your help and assistance. Feel free to contact us if you have any kind of questions.
We are looking into an great future with you in the MISS INTERCONTINENTAL network!
Greetings Lars Graf
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